A Conversation on Meaningful Family Engagement, from Clinical Care to Health Policy

June 6, 2018
Today’s Moderator:

Christopher Stille  MD, MPH

Professor of Pediatrics and Section Head, General Academic Pediatrics, University of Colorado School of Medicine, Children’s Hospital Colorado
Ask Questions!

We look forward to a lively discussion with our audience. Enter questions in the GoToWebinar chat box.
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Rylin Rodgers
Director of Public Policy, Association of University Centers on Disabilities

Richard Antonelli
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Medical Director Integrated Care, Boston Children’s Hospital

Ruth E.K. Stein
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Professor, Department of Pediatrics, Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Family Leaders

• Carolyn: Executive Director, Family Voices of Minnesota

• Meg: Senior Project Director, Boston University School of Social Work, Center for Innovation in Social Work and Health

• Rylin: Director of Public Policy, Association of University Centers on Disabilities (AUCD)

• Nora: Executive Director, Family Voices
Families
Fear is part of love

Payers
Yikes! #expensive

Doctors
System is not working for us, either. We are frustrated each day.

#ofHundreds_Thousands_10sofThousands
Of Children born with Health Complexity
living a life touched by National Health Policy
#brokensystems #moneymatters
#scared

Families
Fear is part of love

Payers
Yikes! #expensive

Doctors
System is not working for us, either. We are frustrated each day.
Families
If we don't meet the criteria will our children get what they need?

Payers
Limited resources require limited access by needs

Doctors
Limited options limit whose needs we can meet
Families Underinsured is the new uninsured.

Payers You are the expensive end of the pool.

Doctors Who is paying for quality?
Families This is what we needed, before we had the words to ask for it.

Payers Care beyond medicine is not reimbursable.

Doctors This is how I want to practice, that my patients' needs are met.
Families

Will everyone talk to each other?

Payers

Let's talk the cost of talk.

Doctors

Will working together fit on top of caseloads?
Contact Information

Rylin Rodgers
rrodgers@aucd.org
240-821-9381
Richard Antonelli MD

Medical Director Integrated Care, Boston Children’s Hospital
Ruth E.K. Stein  MD,  FAAP

Professor, Department of Pediatrics Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Submit your questions in the chat box

Rylin Rodgers
Director of Public Policy, Association of University Centers on Disabilities

Richard Antonelli
MD
Medical Director Integrated Care, Boston Children’s Hospital

Ruth E.K. Stein
MD, FAAP
Professor, Department of Pediatrics, Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Upcoming Conversations

Models of Care Delivery for Children with Medical Complexity
June 28

Care Coordination for Children with Medical Complexity: Whose Care Is It, Anyway?
July 26

Visit: lpfch.org/aapsupplement